
March- FIIs Dhan payo-  Over to RBI and Earnings!! 

 

March has brought some respite after FIIs pulling out almost 3 Billion USD in Jan and Feb . The 

rebound in Commodity prices , fresh monetary easing by expanding monthly QE to 80 Billion Euros of 

bond buyback, Dovish stance by Fed and no negative news from China has also cheered the global 

markets including India. 

The Key Global Risks which still remain- 

1 . China Slowdown and Credit bubble  

2. Brexit from Euro zone 

3. European growth weak and losing momentum. The inflation is till -0.2% far from ECB target 

 

India -Story So Far! 

 

 

Source- Axis Capital, Kotak AMC 

 

Market Direction –Over to RBI Policy and Quarterly Earnings  

The  Budget 2016 strengthened the case for RBI to slash rates. The government's move to reduce 
interest rates on small savings for the June quarter of 2016 and a dovish commentary from US Federal 
Reserve Chair Janet Yellen have also reinforced market expectations of a rate cut from RBI.  
 
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is widely expected to slash rates .25 bps rate cut is priced in. A bigger 
cut or change in CRR might be positive. Market participants will also closely track the outcome of the 
assembly elections in five states.  
 
 

 

 



Portfolio Recommendation- 

Despite the pullback, the market valuations are reasonable. 

 

Portfolios with high exposure to Consumption, Aviation, Auto, Select Pharma names ( post 

correction), Private banks . Sectors and companies with high debt levels, regulatory overhangs are 

avoidable . The recent data on few sectors in encouraging- 

1. Commercial Vehicle Sales and tractor sales of Ashok Leyland, Eicher , Mahindra have been 

robust. 

 

2. Load factor is aviation is 85% plus indicating good momentum for aviation, travel and tourism. 

 

 

3. Pharma stocks have corrected 25%-35% and the valuations look more reasonable. 

 

Funds- SBI Multicap, BNP Equity, ICICI Prudential Discovery, Mirae India opportunities , Birla Frontline 

Equity 

Thematic Funds- Reliance Pharma, ICICI Banking & Financial Services fund, Birla MNC 

Allocation- 3 month STP and staggered investing to ride over the volatility that can be caused due to 

global events and delay in earnings pick up. A consolidation or correction should be used as 

opportunities for building long term positions. 

 

 

Happy Investing!! 


